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Abstract. We present measurements of the Branching Fraction and photon energy spectrum in 
B —> Xsy decays in a sample of 89 million BB pairs collected at the BABAR detector at Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center's PEP-II asymmetric B-factory. Results from a fully-inclusive and a sum 
of 38 exclusive final states techniques are presented and found to be consistent with the Standard 
Model calculations, as well as experimental results obtained from semileptonic B —> Xclv decays. 
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MOTIVATION 
An overall goal of the BABAR experiment is to precisely measure and over-constrain 
parameters of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix, which governs 
the weak couplings of quarks in the Standard Model (SM). The smallest element of the 
CKM matrix, Vub, can be obtained from measurements of the Branching Fraction (BF) 
of semileptonic B —> Xulv decays that present a clean experimental signature. However, 
theoretical calculations of the decay amplitude are complicated by the Fermi motion of 
the b quark inside the B meson. While Operator Product Expansion (OPE) can be applied 
to deal with non-perturbative corrections to the quark-level calculations, the validity of 
this approach is limited by the kinematic restrictions imposed by experimental condi-
tions. When the non-perturbative contributions are expanded in 1/rrib in what is known 
as Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE), the terms can be re-summed into a Shape Function, 
which cannot be calculated analytically. The decay rate is given by a convolution of the 
Shape Function and the perturbative part[l]. Since the Shape Function applies to all de-
cays of B meson to light quarks, it can be measured in kinematically simple radiative 
penguin B —> Xsy decays by relating HQE parameters to moments of the Er spectrum: 
(EY) « ^,(E*-(EY)2\ OC nl ([2], [3], and [4]). Theoretically, there's less dependence 
on the heavy quark distribution at low Ey, where different expansion schemes agree the 
best, while higher energy photons constitute a cleaner experimental signature. 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
Current next-to-leading-order theoretical calculations give, for example, BF{B —> 
XSJ, Er > 1.6GeV) = (3.61±°-^) x 10"4[5], making the measurement challenging. At 
the BABAR detector (described in detail in [6]), excellent energy resolution of the 
Electromagnetic Calorimeter allows for rather clean detection of high-energy photons, 
while superior performance of the particle identification system allows for ~ Ao sep-
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aration between K's and n's. This helps suppress the overwhelming background from 
continuum e+e~ —> qq events, where q is one of the lighter u, d, s, or c quarks. 
Two separate analyses, both based on 89 million BB pairs collected at BABAR at the 
T(4s) resonance, were carried out. The fully-inclusive analysis[7] reconstructs the signal 
photon, but not the hadron, avoiding the issue of final state fragmentation and Xs modes 
missing from Monte Carlo simulation, problematic for the semi-inclusive method that 
uses a sum of 38 exclusive modes [8]. On the other hand, it suffers from a higher level of 
background and poorer Ey resolution. The semi-inclusive analysis also has the benefit 
of working entirely in the B meson frame. 
The fully-inclusive analysis applies a cut at 1.9 GeV on E* in the T(4s) rest frame. 
The qq background is suppressed using a lepton tag of the other B meson in the event, 
as well as event shape variables that take advantage of the fact that in the T(4s) frame, 
fi's are produced almost at rest and decay isotropically, while continuum events tend to 
be jet-like. Photons consistent with the decay of a n° or r\ are vetoed. Data collected 
about 40MeV below the T{4s) resonance is used to subtract remaining continuum 
background, while appropriate control samples are used to estimate the systematic 
effects of background resulting from non-signal decays of the B meson. 
In the semi-inclusive analysis, 38 fully-reconstructed decay modes io K'S, K'S, 7T°'S, 
and rj's are combined. The decays are simulated using JETSET[9], which requires 
control sample studies to correct for missing modes. The BF, calculated for Er > 1.9GeV 
and 0.6 < M(XS) < 2.8 GeV, is determined from a fit to beam energy substituted mass of 
the B meson, mES = jEBeam2 - p*B2, where the star refers to the Y(4s) frame. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Both analyses carry out fits to the moments of the Ey distributions, shown in Figure 
1. The fully-inclusive analyses obtains (EY) = (2.288 ±0.025 ± 0.017 ± 0.015) GeV 
and {{EY-{EY))2) = (0.0328 ± 0.0040 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0036)GeV2, while the semi-
inclusive results are (EY) = (2.321 ±0.0381°;°$ GeV and ({E7-(E7)f) = (0.0253 ± 
0.010llQQQ28)Gev2- m t n e Kinetic scheme[2], these numbers correspond to 
mb = (4.44 ±0.08 ±0.14) GeV and n2. = (0.64 ±0.13 ±0.24) GeV2 for the fully-inlcusive 
and mb = (4.70±°;°4) GeV and n2 = (0.291°,;^) GeV2 for the semi-inclusive analyses. The 
errors are statistical and systematic, respectively, for the fully-inclusive result, and a 
combination of the two for the semi-inclusive. 
The measured BF's for E^ > 1.9 GeV are BF{B^Xsy) = (3.67 ±0.29 ±0.34±0.29) x 
10~4 and BF(B -• Xsj) = (3.27 ±0.18i°;^i°;°4) x 10~4 for fully and semi-inclusive anal-
yses, respectively. The errors are statistical, systematic, and due to the choice of the 
fit model. To compare BF results with theoretical calculations, one must choose a par-
ticular scheme and extrapolate the measurements down to Er > 1.6 GeV. For the fully-
inclusive approach, this yields, in the Kinetic scheme, BF(B —> Xsy) = (3.94 ±0.31 ± 
0.36 ± 0.21) x 10~4. Similarly, the semi-inclusive analysis obtains BF(B -> Xsj) = (3.35 ± 
019io4iloo4) x 10~4, except that here the Shape Function[3] and Kinetic schemes are 
averaged. The numbers agree well with the SM expectations. 
Buchmuller and Flacher have recently combined all available measurements of the 
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Er spectrum in B —> Xsy decays with lepton energy and hadron mass spectra from 
B —> Xclv decays[10]. Performing combined fits, they obtain, in Kinetic scheme, mj, = 
(4.590 ±0.025eXp±0.030He£)GeV and \il = (0.401 ±0.019eXp±0.035He£)GeV2, as well 
as a value for \Vch\ = (41 .96±0.23^ ±035HQE ±0.59rffi) x 10~3. The first error is 
a combination of experimental statistical and systematic errors, the second accounts 
for theoretical uncertainties from HQE, and TSL is the semileptonic decay rate. The 
study also demonstrates good agreement between B —> Xsy and B —> Xclv decays, 
confirming the validity of universality assumption for the Shape Function approach to 
non-perturbative corrections in inclusive decays of the B meson. 
The BABAR collaboration is working on updating B —> ^/ resul t s with much greater 
statistical precision. The current full dataset consists of about 350 million BB pairs, with 
plans to more than double this number by the end of 2008. Precision measurements of 
radiative B —> Xsy decays are very important for assessing the validity of the Standard 
Model of particle physics. The current agreement between theoretical calculations and 
experimental results stands at around 10%, and the aim is to lower both errors to a 5% 
level in the near future. 
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